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This document provides release information for EWS switches v1.06.19_c1.8.76, including
enhanced functions and bugs fixed. The v1.06.19_c1.8.76 will be the final version
of EWS switches for capwap(c) 1.8 generation.
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Below are the new features included in this release:



Caution: Users should upgrade EWS switches from v1.05.52_c1.8.61 to v1.06.11_c1.8.71
or v1.06.21_c1.18.77 if user would like to upgrade to the next generation EWS switches
v1.0.9_c1.9.15.
The v1.06.21_c1.18.77 EWS switches has implemented the error checking mechanism on



EWS300AP, EWS310AP and EWS510AP if they would like to upgrade these models to be
compliance with EWS switches v1.0.9_c1.9.15.
The v1.06.21_c1.18.77 EWS switches has also implemented error checking mechanism





on EAP1300/EXT and ENS620EXT. Users should upgrade AP firmware to the middle
version and then go to the final version.
If you have installed v1.05.52_c1.8.61 without using EWS300AP, ENS620EXT and
EAP1300 in ezMaster account, you could go through to upgrade to v1.0.9_c1.9.15
directly.
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The AP firmware with v3.1.x or early version can be worked with v1.06.21_c1.18.77
EWS switches if capwap version is equaled to c1.8.x. The supported Access Points is
listed as the following:
 EWS210AP
 EWS300AP
 EWS310AP
 EWS320AP
 EWS330AP
 EWS350AP
 EWS355AP
 EWS360AP
 EWS370AP






EWS371AP
EWS500AP
EWS510AP
EWS550AP
EWS650AP











EWS660AP
EWS860AP
EWS870AP
EWS871AP
ENS610EXT
ENS620EXT
EAP1250
EAP1300(EXT)
ENH1350EXT
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To ensure compatibility between your access points and controller, all APs
must be operating under c1.8.x and above.

The EWS210AP and EWS320AP will no longer be supported in v1.0.9_c1.9.15 or the
later version of EWS switches.

L2 Isolation

This section lists the known issues in this release.
1. Scheduler: The setting value will be reverted to default value. User may need to set
again if they would like to use this function.
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Features and specifications subject to change without notice. Trademarks and registered trademarks are the property of their respective owners. These limits are designed to provide
reasonable protection against harmful interference in a residential installation. This equipment generates, uses, and can radiate radio frequency energy and, if not installed and used in
accordance with the instructions, may cause harmful interference to radio communications. Operation of this equipment in a residential area is likely to cause harmful interference in
which case the user will be required to correct the interference at his/her own expense. Prior to installing any surveillance equipment, it is your responsibility to ensure the installation
is in compliance with local, state and federal video and audio surveillance and privacy laws.

